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New Television in the University
Martin Shuster
 
Introduction: Cavell and University, from cinema to
new television
1 The title of my essay is inspired by Stanley Cavell’s essay, “Film in the University1”. In
that essay, Cavell raises the question of what it might mean to conceive of film as part
of a university curriculum. I want to pose the same question here about new television2.
Cavell’s discussion is particularly incisive because it is not afraid to ask a very simple
question:  “is  film worth  teaching  badly3?”  Or  in  his  alternative  formulation  of  the
alleged same question, do we believe “that there are films the viewing of which is itself
an  education4?”  It  is  this  core  question that  can  be  taken to  raise  the  question  of
whether film belongs to the curriculum of a university. 
2 The current historical moment has moved far beyond Cavell’s moment in the late 1970s
—so much so that perhaps these types of questions no longer even make sense, or take
on a tenor that makes them unwieldly or irrelevant.  Cavell,  for example,  opens his
essay by stressing that one aspect of the question of a curriculum is the question of
“what one is  willing to pay for its study5”.  The present moment,  with skyrocketing
university debt (at least in the United States, but increasingly also globally), gives this
question an odd tinge: we increasingly seem to be deciding that, apart from science,
technology,  engineering,  and  mathematics  (STEM),  no  other  fields  are  “worth”
studying6. At the same time, the possibilities for a university curriculum are likely the
most varied that they have ever been in the long history of the university, and the
question of film appears largely settled, as does the question, of television. Both now
have well-established histories of study within several disciplines within the university.
3 And  yet,  there  is  something  at  the  core  of  Cavell’s  concerns  that  strikes  me  as
incredibly pertinent to the question of new television in the contemporary university,
albeit, perhaps in slightly modified form. If Cavell’s core interest involves the necessity
of  (particular)  film(s)  towards  an  education,  then  I  take  it  that,  in  Cavell’s  classic
formulation, we are really concerned about the relationship between these films and
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philosophy, which Cavell cleverly terms “the education of grownups7”. If that’s true,
then the question of  the relationship between new television and philosophy -  i.e.,
whether it  can be part of the education of grownups -  cannot be settled simply by
whether new television belongs to a current university or field of inquiry. Phrenology,
after all, used to be a field. 
 
1. Two questions about new television and university
4 There are two elements that I want to stress in asking about the place of new television
in the contemporary university. First, inspired by Cavell, I want to ask whether there
works of new television that the viewing of which is itself an education? Second, and
most central for this essay, is the question of what the experience of new television
presently amounts to and can amount to, both in the university and beyond. The first
question, I take it, can only really be settled by proper criticism, and it seems to me, in
large part,  it  has been settled affirmatively8:  it  just is the case that The Wire (David
Simon, HBO, 2002-2008) reveals something important to us, about ourselves and our
world, no less powerfully and ambitiously, than, say, Vasily Grossman’s Life and Fate
(1980); and the same is true, say, of The Sopranos (David Chase, HBO, 1999-2007) and
Dostoevski’s The Brothers Karamazov (1880), or Weeds (Jenji Kohan, Showtime, 2005-2012)
or Veep (Armando Lannucci,  HBO, 2012-2019);  or Curb Your Enthusiasm (Larry David,
HBO, 2000-2011 and 2017-) and works by Franz Kafka or Jorge Luis Borges or Flannery
O’Connor (to be clear, my claim is not that these are alike in all of the relevant ways,
that they are “doing the same thing” just in different media, but rather that there are
family resemblances between them, even as that they all do what they do specific to
their medium … but I have chosen these works to make the case that new television
now pursues a wide array of projects, fundamentally does an immense amount). 
5 The second question, about the experience of new television, seems to me still to require
more consideration. And here there are many threads to pull. On one hand, we might
think about the experience to which new television responds. On the other hand, we
might think about the experience of new television, what the experience of it produces
and cultivates within and for us. With respect to the former, I have argued elsewhere
that the mode of new television ought to be understood as exemplified by two features:
the portrayal of a pervasive loss of normative authority across all institutions, with one
notable exception, the family, which is marshaled and glorified as the last remaining
site of normative authority9. With the increasing questioning of all of the institutions
that make up late capitalism (brought to the fore most explicitly by climate change but
also by the entire state political structure, which persistently produces genocide as an
after effect10), we might say that with new television—like with film—we see the works
of  art  that  make  up  new television  as  “memorable  public  events,  segments  of  the
experiences,  the  memories,  of  a  common  life11”.  In  such  a  case,  “the  difficulty  of
assessing  them  is  the  same  as  the  difficulty  of  assessing  everyday  experience,  the
difficulty of expressing oneself satisfactorily, of making oneself find the words for what
one is specifically interested to say12”.
6 This immediately raises the second element of the question of experience posed above:
how might we think about the experience of new television? What are we “interested
to say” about it? A comprehensive answer to this question is not possible here, but not
because there is no “we” here, i.e., because we cannot somehow agree or our answers
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are too varied (this would be to misunderstand the importance of ordinary language
philosophy to the entire procedure: it just is the case that in such matters, I can rely
only on my experience, and that is already a sort of political act, that speaks for other
but not for some13). A comprehensive answer is rather beyond the scope of this essay;
instead, I want to focus on just one issue that strikes me as central to any assessment of
the  experience  of  new  television:  its  temporality.  To  be  clear,  my  interest  in  the
temporality of new television is not to be taken as of a kind with the sort of interest
that  the  field  of  television  and  media  studies  has  shown  to  the  term,  where  the
temporality of the technology and delivery of television itself  is  the central focus14.
Instead, my interest is in the temporality that a new television work of art requires or
suggests through its consideration as a work of art that might be considered as whole.
This might require some clarification. My sense is that, in large part, television studies
has  oriented  itself  around  how  television  shows  (and  other  moving  images  on
television) come to be delivered, on what I might term the modality of television rather
than the medium of television (of course, this is a rhetorical move on my part, since
what counts as a medium is itself part of the topic of discussion). With the emergence
of digital television, television studies has become open to the possibility of analyzing
what appears on television—what is  screened—as divorced from the modality of its
delivery. To my mind, this suggests the possibility of analyzing them as works of art
comparable to film, where now “the conditions are created of an elective encounter,
potentially unique at  the moment it  happens,  between a program ‘taken out’  of  its
proper context and a viewer who is ‘isolated’ in his or her own viewing15”. No longer
can the focus simply be on the “flow” of television or on its proclivity to “interruption”
or any other facets of its technological apparatus or modes of viewing; instead, my
sense is that new television series may be analyzed in the same way that say, film (or
other traditional works of art—here chiefly painting or photography—are analyzed):
through criticism that  orients  itself  around the thought that  what is  under critical
analysis  is  an organic  whole  (I  realize  that  this  claim will  likely  make most  media
studies scholars look at askance at me).
 
2. Digital television and spiritual exercises
7 With that said, I do think that there is a particular possibility of viewing that digital
television opens up that is important; what digital technology has especially brought to
the fore is the possibility of viewing an entire series in the confines of one’s home (I say
“brought to the fore” to highlight that this isn’t entirely novel, as it was also available
in earlier technologies like Video, DVD, Blu-ray, and so forth - my point is only that it is
not ubiquitous, it really has “come of age”). This allows for a possibility that mimics the
state of early cinema. In The World Viewed, Cavell writes about early cinema noting that,
“when  moviegoing  was  casual  and  we  entered  at  no  matter  what  point  in  the
proceedings16”. In such a case, “we took our fantasies … and anonymity inside and left
with them intact17”. This no longer the case for cinema, where “now … it feels as if the
old casualness of moviegoing has been replaced by a casualness of movie viewing, in
which  I  interpret  as  an  inability  to  tolerate  our  own  fantasies18”.  What  Cavell  is
describing is a moment in cinema’s history before the existence of proper genres or
show  times,  and  thereby  before  the  existence  of  proper  audiences,  or  audience
reactions. As cinema evolved, however, and as show times became fixed and genres did
also,  the  expectations  for  viewer  reactions  emerged  (an  audience  laughs  during
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romance comedies,  cries during dramas,  cringes during horror films, and so forth).
What  is  interesting  about  the  possibility  of  watching  new  television  series  in  the
confines of one’s home is that this relationship to the early cinema screen is recreated
there: one has capability to explore one’s desires and fantasies, to ask oneself about
one’s relationship to what one is screening: do I laugh or cry? Why? Of course, genres
exist  within  new  television  (perhaps  even  more  so),  but  the  potential  lack  of  an
audience and the existence of viewing within one’s home opens up the possibility of
such a relationship to what is on screen. When it comes to the viewer, anonymity and
fantasy permeate the home19. 
8 This facet of the experience of new television strikes me as important for proposing
one way to place new television within the university (it is, of course, not the only one,
one could equally well prioritize the process of watching as a fan—weekly, as episodes
appear—and in the contexts of the temporality of the discussions that follow or even
the fan fictions that arise—I simply do not here). Taking this aspect seriously, with its
focus  on  self-experimentation,  fantasy,  anonymity,  and  so  forth  can  allow  one  to
situate the experience of new television within other experiments and pursuit within
the process of human cultivation. The idea is that watching The Wire or Six Feet Under
(Alan Ball, HBO, 2001-2005 ) in its entirety is a sort of spiritual exercise, no different in
that regard, than reading Robert Musil’s Man Without Qualities (1st partial ed. from 1930)
or Tolstoï’s Anna Karenina (1877). Such works of art are transformative, they affect the
way in which we see the world, they “each ground a way of taking ourselves and our
worldly situation to be20”. They have the potential to spark our cognitive capacities (in
the sense of what we are able to see) as much as our imaginative capacities (in the sense
of what we are able to see beyond).  Needless to say, in the world of late capitalism,
where such spiritual processes are largely absent, extinguished, or grossly on the wane,
there  is  an  urgency  to  the  possibilities  such spiritual  exercises  offer.  Furthermore,
unlike other arts, television has an extremely low bar for entry, requiring essentially no
training or knowledge, making the process exceedingly available, we might even say
democratic.
 
Conclusion: The challenge of TV series for university
9 To begin to conclude, the challenge in the university context becomes the temporality
of these series. It is not easy to view, say, 50 hours of television, even over the course of
a semester, especially with increasingly well-regulated class times and blocks by means
of school registrars (we need to have time, of course, for sports, internships, clubs, and
other  “essential”  university  pursuits).  Furthermore,  even  despite  the  possibilities
offered by viewing in the domain of one’s home, cultures of viewing are such that we -
and  most  especially  students  -  oftentimes  view  in  states  of  distraction,  texting  or
talking or doing whatever other work is there to be completed. 
10 To my mind, this suggests a question around the possibilities of re-watching that I can
only raise here. One way to get at what I am suggesting is to note that one can re-watch
a film in a state of distraction, but it is difficult, as a sort of intentional plan, to re-
watch  a  series  in  distraction.  The  cognitive  commitment  is  too  great:  one  doesn’t
simply begin to re-watch a 50 hour series when faced with the possibility of distraction,
it strikes me as an intention that an agent likely couldn’t maintain (or could only for
peculiar reasons). Such a commitment to re-watching requires something of the viewer
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(in a way that re-watching a film seems to me not to - one can re-watch a particular
film dozens of times, in all sorts of states, but one would be hard pressed to re-watch,
say, The Wire, a dozen times21). All of this requires more analysis, especially about the
phenomenology of re-watching in these contexts (something beyond my scope here),
but  the  important  point  for  the  present  discussion  is  that  if  I  am right  about  the
intentionality of re-watching when it comes to new television series - that it requires a
level of commitment, one that it would not be too much to call self-reflective or self-
reflexive  -  then all  of  the  interesting questions  about  whether  there  are  television
series that the watching of which is an education in itself ought in fact be understood
as whether there are television series that are worth re-watching. And those questions
then, it seems to me - again because of the temporality involved - pull us clearly out of
the  university  context,  highlighting  the  importance  of  discussions  with  friends,
colleagues, and other fans, whether virtual or real. At the same time, though, we might
say that the task of the university curriculum with respect to new television is the
production of  the possibility  of  re-watching,  which includes  then the  exhibition of
enough  new  television  to  lay  the  spark  for  re-watching,  with  the  concomitant
presentation of enough of a critical apparatus to make such re-watching worthwhile,
truly spiritual. The objects of new television will take care of the rest.
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This paper is inspired by Stanley Cavell’s paper, “Film in the University” (1976). It thinks about
what role “new television” might play in the university curriculum. The analysis focuses on the
temporality of new television, suggesting that because of its extended duration, new television
can serve as a sort of spiritual exercise.
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Il réfléchit au rôle que pourrait jouer la « nouvelle télévision » dans le curriculum universitaire. 
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